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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the history of spices trade in Kerala, the methodology used for trade spices in Kerala, the various value chains prevalent in the market to trade spices and the various challenges faced by farmers as well as traders in the process of trading of these spices. Kerala has a rich culture of spice trade for very old days which seems to be deteriorating in cultivation and trading of certain spices. Kerala spices has remarkable quality and demand in local and global markets whereas some spices are not exported due to increasing demand in the national market itself. The scope of this research paper is on identifying various methods to overcome the challenges in trade and be a change agent in maximising the revenue for farmers in the marketing process of spice. The study is also relevant in understanding the possibilities of rural entrepreneurship related to spice trade.
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INTRODUCTION
Kerala, also known as the land of spices, is famous for its aromatic spices which are in high demand worldwide. Spices have been an integral part of Kerala’s history and culture for centuries, and they continue to play a vital role in the state’s economy. The spice trade in Kerala dates back to ancient times when traders from all over the world came to Kerala to trade for spices. Kerala’s strategic location on the spice trade route helped it to become a hub of spice trade. Marketing of spices in Kerala has evolved over the years, with the state being one of the leading producers of spices in India. Spices like pepper, cardamom, turmeric, cinnamon, and cloves are some of the major spices produced in Kerala. This article provides a comprehensive guide on the marketing of spices in Kerala.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To understand the methodology of spices trade in Kerala.
2. Analyse various value chains present in trade of spices in Kerala.
3. To explore various strategies for marketing of spices in Kerala.

Overview of the Spice Industry in Kerala
The spice industry in Kerala is a significant contributor to the state’s economy. Kerala is the largest producer of cardamom and pepper in India and the world’s largest producer of black pepper. The state is also a major producer of ginger, nutmeg, mace, turmeric, cinnamon, and clove.
The spice industry in Kerala is dominated by small and marginal farmers who grow spices on small plots of land. These farmers form the backbone of the spice industry in Kerala. The spices produced by these farmers are sold to traders, who then sell them to wholesalers, retailers, and exporters.

Marketing Channels for Spices in Kerala
The marketing channels for spices in Kerala are complex and involve multiple intermediaries. The following are the major marketing channels for spices in Kerala:
1. Farmers to Traders: The first marketing channel involves the sale of spices by farmers to traders. Farmers usually sell their spices to local traders who visit their farms or to traders who operate in nearby markets. Traders then sell these spices to wholesalers or directly to exporters.
2. Farmers to Wholesalers: In the second marketing channel, farmers sell their spices directly to wholesalers. Wholesalers purchase spices in bulk and store them in warehouses. They then sell these spices to retailers or exporters.
3. Traders to Wholesalers: In the third marketing channel, traders sell spices to wholesalers. Traders purchase spices from farmers and sell them to wholesalers who then sell them to retailers or exporters.
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4. Retailers to Wholesalers: In the fourth marketing channel, retailers who have collected the products from farmers or local traders will resell them to wholesalers. Retailers get good profit from this channel as wholesalers will collect the products from the retailers shops directly.

5. Wholesalers to Exporters: In the fifth marketing channel, wholesalers sell spices to exporters. Exporters purchase spices in bulk and export them to foreign countries.

Marketing of Spices in Kerala

In order to benefit producers, merchants, and final customers, spices, which are notable agricultural goods in every way, need an effective marketing structure. In the past, when India had a stranglehold on the industry and there were few other countries manufacturing high-quality spices, marketing spices was not a difficult procedure. Additionally, there were export and import limitations in place, and the spices fell under the category of "protected agricultural produces," limiting the impact that other producing nations had on our home market. But things are entirely different now. Many producing nations are vying with one another to boost output, cut prices to seize the global market, and even try to invade our home markets. There is fierce rivalry in the manufacture and export of spices as a result of the removal of trade restrictions.

All of these exacerbate the miserable situation our spice growers currently find themselves in as a result of economic stagnation and related issues. The most concerning aspect is that the majority of spice growers in our nation are tiny, marginal farmers who lack the financial means to withstand the shocks of increased competition and subsequent price declines. The marketing of spices goes through the same three main stages as the marketing of any other produce: concentration, equalisation, and dispersion.

The first step in the marketing process is concentration, which refers to introducing the products to the market at a time when they can be distributed easily and cheaply. Since the market intermediaries gather the producers’ output at this point, the concentration stage should be of particular importance to the producers. From an economic perspective, the concentration stage is crucial because it makes regular supply possible and evens out production and sales seasonal imbalances. The producers experience their biggest challenges during the concentration phase. Thus, for analytical purposes, the market demand, market price, awareness of market trends, pricing by the intermediaries, price fluctuations and crop shifting, marketing time, quality of products, and marketing cost are identified as the major factors important to the marketing of spices at the concentration stage and directly affecting the producers. Exploitation of the middlemen, The function of marketing societies, government attitudes and policies, the success of the Spices Board's programmes, the production of spices using organic methods, and the marketing system.

Both the domestic and international marketing of spices place a significant amount of reliance on domestic traders. They serve as a connecting force between spice producers and exporters. Due to their importance as a link, domestic traders are heavily relied upon by both producers and exporters. They actually perform the "concentration process" for spices, making them necessary links in the marketing chain.

Since domestic dealers buy spices directly from growers, the majority of them are located in significant spice-producing regions. They gather spices of various kinds, in varying degrees of quality, and deliver them, as necessary, to exporters or very significant domestic wholesalers. Depending on the type and quality of the produce, the producers' spices are either sold processed or unprocessed. The majority of traders work on their own, however others have direct trading agreements with exporters. Similar to this, there are traders who provide goods to the commission agents working in significant towns. For domestic use, there are numerous traders who operate as agents for large-scale domestic dealers and deliver spices to the various regions of the nation. There are cooperative organisations involved in the spice trade, although their influence and trade volume are minimal. Naturally, the overall trends and issues facing the spice industry also affect the local spice market. Domestic spice commerce is directly impacted by changes in the amount produced, prices paid, general economic conditions, and subsequent effects on the financial well-being of spice producers, among other factors.

Thus, the primary variables affecting the domestic spice trade can be divided into the following categories: production and supply of spices, demand for spices both inside and outside the nation, international and domestic prices of spices, general variables such as competition, marketing channels, marketability, operating expenses, the Spices Board and its activities, financial sources, and government attitudes and policies.

Marketing Strategies for Spices in Kerala

Marketing strategies for spices in Kerala need to be customized based on the type of spice and the target market. The following are some of the marketing strategies that can be employed for spices in Kerala:
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1. Branding: Developing a brand for spices can help in creating a distinct identity for the product. Branding can help in building customer loyalty and increasing sales. Spices can be branded based on the region they are produced, the quality, or the variety.

2. Packaging: Packaging plays a crucial role in attracting customers. Spices can be packaged in attractive and informative packaging that provides information on the spice, its origin, and its usage. Packaging can be used to differentiate the product from its competitors.

3. Quality Control: Quality control is critical in the spice industry. Ensuring that the spices are of high quality and meet the customer’s expectations can help in building customer trust and loyalty. Quality control can be achieved by implementing good agricultural practices, proper harvesting techniques, and post-harvest processing.

4. Target local tastes: India has a diverse range of regional cuisines, each with its unique spice blends and flavour preferences. Focus on marketing your spices to specific regions based on their tastes and preferences.

5. Leverage social media: Social media platforms like Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube can be a powerful tool to reach out to potential customers. Use engaging content, visuals, and influencers to promote your spices and build a community around your brand.

CONCLUSION

The investigation of the spice trade between producers, domestic traders, and exporters is the core of the study. The study, which is a pioneering one, exposes some of the extremely crucial components of the system for marketing spices, on the basis of which optimum tactics can be used to assure the scientific marketing of spices in India. The article is comprehensive guide on the methodology of spices trade.
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